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Our Price $9,495
Specifications:

Year:  2019  

VIN:  3C4PDCBB9KT804578  

Make:  Dodge  

Stock:  804578A  

Model/Trim:  Journey SE  

Condition:  Pre-Owned  

Body:  SUV  

Exterior:  Gray  

Engine:  2.4L 4 Cyl 173hp 166ft. lbs.  

Interior:  Black Cloth  

Transmission:  Automatic  

Mileage:  98,400  

Drivetrain:  Front Wheel Drive  

Economy:  City 19 / Highway 25

- Sleek gray exterior paired with a stylish black cloth interior.
- Efficient 2.4L 4-cylinder engine offering a robust 173 horsepower.
- Automatic transmission with a suite of features including push-button
start and dual-zone air conditioning.
- Safety prioritized with rearview camera, knee airbags, side airbags,
and LED taillights.
- Awarded for its standout styling by Kelley Blue Book.

Dive into the world of comfort and convenience with the 2019 Dodge
Journey SE, a vehicle that blends style, safety, and performance into
one irresistible package. This particular model, dressed in a
sophisticated gray exterior, is guaranteed to turn heads and stand out in
any crowd. The interior is just as impressive, featuring plush black cloth
seats that provide a comfortable and refined driving experience.

Under the hood lies the heart of this Journey, a 2.4L 4-cylinder engine
that pumps out a healthy 173 horsepower and 166 ft-lbs of torque. It's
the perfect balance of power and efficiency for both city commutes and
highway adventures. Paired with a smooth automatic transmission, this
Dodge Journey delivers a ride that's both responsive and relaxing.

Luxury and convenience are not overlooked in this SE trim. The 17 x
6.5-inch aluminum wheels not only enhance the vehicle's aesthetic but
also contribute to a stable and smooth ride. The Connectivity Group
package ensures that you stay connected on the go, while the dual-
zone front air conditioning allows both you and your passenger to set
your ideal climates.

Starting your Journey is a breeze with the push-button start, a feature
that adds a touch of modernity and ease to your daily routine. Safety is
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that adds a touch of modernity and ease to your daily routine. Safety is
paramount, and this vehicle comes equipped with a comprehensive
suite of protective features. The rearview camera system enhances
visibility when reversing, while the auto-dimming rearview mirror
reduces glare during night drives. The combination of knee airbags for
the driver, side airbags for front passengers, and side curtain airbags for
front occupants ensures that everyone is cocooned in safety.

The LED taillights are not just stylish; they provide increased visibility to
other drivers, ensuring you're seen and safe even in low-light
conditions. The premium cloth upholstery and active head restraints
enhance comfort while also providing additional protection in the event
of a collision. With cruise control for those long stretches of road and
power windows with a safety reverse feature, every journey is as
relaxing as it is safe.

For entertainment, the Dodge Journey SE is equipped with six high-
quality speakers that create an immersive audio experience for all your
favorite tunes. And let's not forget, this model has been recognized by
Kelley Blue Book for its Best Styling Brand, a testament to its
exceptional design and aesthetic appeal.

This 2019 Dodge Journey SE is more than just a vehicle; it's a
statement of style, a commitment to safety, and a promise of
performance. Don't miss the opportunity to make this journey your own
– a journey where every drive is a pleasure, every feature a luxury, and
every glance a moment of pride.
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Installed Options

Interior

- Air filtration - Front air conditioning  - Front air conditioning zones: dual  

- Armrests: rear center folding with storage and pass-thru  - Floor mat material: carpet 

- Floor mats: front - Cargo area light - Cruise control - Power outlet(s): 12V cargo area  

- Power steering - Push-button start - Rearview mirror: auto-dimming 

- Steering wheel: tilt and telescopic  - Clock - Digital odometer - External temperature display

- Multi-function display - Trip odometer - Front seat type: bucket  - Rear seat folding: flat  

- Rear seat type: 60-40 split bench  - Third row seat folding: flat  

- Third row seat type: 50-50 split bench  - Upholstery: premium cloth

Exterior

- Front bumper color: body-color - Mirror color: body-color - Rear spoiler: roofline 

- Daytime running lights  - Front fog lights  - Taillights: LED - Side mirrors: heated  

- Roof rails: black  - Spare wheel type: steel  - Tire Pressure Monitoring System 

- Wheels: steel - Front wipers: variable intermittent - Power windows: safety reverse  

- Rear wiper: intermittent - Solar-tinted glass - Window defogger: rear

REGARDING STATE STATUTE AND REGULATORY COMPLIANCE: THIS ADVERTISEMENT DOES NOT CONSTITUTE AN OFFER TO SELL OR PURCHASE A VEHICLE. AN

OFFER FOR SALE OR PURCHASE MAY ONLY BE MADE IN PERSON IN OUR SHOWROOM VIA THE PRESENTATION OF A PURCHASE ORDER, COMPLETED IN ITS

ENTIRETY. Some vehicles may still be in process and therefore may not be available for immediate sale.  Included Accessories: We try our best to procure books and extra keys

from the previous owners. With that said, we do not always have spare keys, books, floor mats, or other accessories for every vehicle. In most cases we can only provide the

accessories that are photographed. For instance, if we show a navigation display with a map, there is a navigation disc with the car. If you do not see it, assume the item is not

included. We encourage you to email or call us if you are concerned about specific items like floor mats, spare keys, nav discs, DVD headsets, etc. The description of vehicles

provided by AutoRevo is generated through the use of artificial intelligence and machine learning algorithms. While every effort is made to ensure accuracy, AutoRevo cannot

guarantee the completeness or reliability of the information provided. The description is intended to be used as a general guide and should not be relied upon as a substitute for

independent investigation and verification. Neither A Better Way Wholesale Autos nor AutoRevo shall be liable for any errors or omissions in the description and makes no

representation or warranty, express or implied, about the accuracy, reliability, completeness, or timeliness of the information. The user assumes all risks associated with the use of

the information provided. Fuel Economy: MPG based on and sourced from&nbsp;EPA mileage estimates. Use for comparison purposes only. Your actual mileage will vary

depending on driving habits and vehicle maintainence. Advertised price does not include state or local taxes, registration costs or dealer conveyance fee of $798.00. Some vehicles

in our inventory have been used as a daily rental. See commercially available history reports to see if this disclaimer applies to any particular vehicle.
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